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Jianmen is actually a chess piece in the hands of Wutian, the evil ancestor, which is used to secretly fight 

against wanxu. 

 

In the sword sect, only some senior elders and special disciples know the truth, but ordinary disciples 

don't. 

 

"Don't act rashly for the time being, wait until the result of the challenge comes out." 

 

"Although the Lord of reincarnation has deep Qi, he has exposed his coordinates this time. Countless 

forces are going to chase him. There may be a chance to defeat him." 

 

The sword sect leader smiled and stroked his beard. 

 

"If you lose..." 

 

The elder was uneasy. 

 

The sword sect leader didn't answer again and looked at the sky. 

 

The pillar of light that runs through heaven and earth gradually fades down. 

 

…… 

 

The universe, the starry sky, is in the world of withered bones. 

 



The startling weather finally faded, and the seven swords returned to Ye Chen. 

 

"No, the surrounding space is blocked!" 

 

Ye Chen's face sank, and the withered world was located in a desolate cosmic starry sky. 

 

Ye Chen wants to tear the void away, but finds that the space is blocked. 

 

The whole universe is full of infinite seals. No one can break through unless the emperor comes. 

 

Only in, not out! 

 

"It seems that the weather of seven swords soaring into the sky is too grand, which has disturbed the 

old League and the wanxu temple." 

 

If only six swords gather, the breath can be covered. 

 

But the seven swords soared into the sky and couldn't be hidden anyway. 

 

Whether it is the old alliance or the wanxu temple, it is impossible to let Ye Chen go. 

 

Who killed Ye Chen, the seven heavenly swords are whose. People are excited. 

 

"Due to the limitations of the law, too strong enemies should not come." 

 

"What comes down is at most the low-level heavenly king. I still have the chance to fight against it!" 

 

Ye Chen bit his teeth and thought so. 

 



Now the space is blocked and can't tear the void away. If you want to escape, you can only kill a blood 

path to the edge of the universe and the end of the world. 

 

"The gate of withered bones, refine it for me!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes looked at the center of the dead bone world, the ancient gate that stood. 

 

That door is made of pure white bones. It is the supreme artifact of the thirty-three days. It is one of the 

nine gates of famine, the gate of withered bones! 

 

As soon as ye Chen waved, the dead bone gate rose up, roared and roared, shrinking, turning into a 

palm size and falling in Ye Chen's palm. 

 

Then, ye Chen Ran the military formula and directly refined the dead bone gate! 

 

The withered bones gate, among the nine gates of the flood and famine, can rank among the top three. 

It's very strong. 

 

Fortunately, ye Chen has mastered the military formula, and it is not difficult to refine it. 

 

Moreover, he also has reincarnation blood, which is enough to easily resist the corrosive smell of the 

dead bone gate without the slightest risk of being eaten back. 

 

Ye Chen sat down cross legged. It was estimated that it would take only one incense stick to complete 

the refining. 

 

However, at this time, the universe shook and infinite ripples appeared in the starry sky. 

 

A strong breath came down. 

 



The whole universe was boiling. Under the pressure of the breath of many powerful people, stars burst 

and smashed, and countless sun stars exploded, exploding brilliant fireworks everywhere in the 

universe. 

 

In an instant, a black tide like team was killed in the dead bone world. 

 

"The Lord of reincarnation is here!" 

 

I don't know who shouted, and then everyone was boiling, staring at Ye Chen. 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

Ye Chen looked up and saw that the dead bone world, which had just been calm, had been covered by 

the shadow of countless strong men at the moment. 

 

Most of the accomplishments of those strong people are from Taizhen state to Baijia state, and even 

some Tianjun masters! 

 

Ye Chen caught a lot of familiar breath. The strong of the old alliance and the strong of the shadow army 

of the wanxu temple came. 

 

"Kill him! Take the Heavenly Sword!" 

 

A roar blew up, and then the strong men who were entrenched in the sky, like the black tide, roared 

down. Looking at the momentum, they wanted to crush Ye Chen into pieces! 

 

Ye Chen's face sank. In danger, he took a deep breath. Unexpectedly, he grabbed the dead bone gate 

and directly refined it into his Dantian! 

 

Originally, it took at least one incense to refine the dead bone gate, but now the enemy is in a tide, and 

ye Chen can't wait. He directly forced refining! 

 



The consequences of forced refining were quite fierce, which made Ye Chen's Dantian a burst of severe 

pain. 

 

Even his face had a strange illusion, as if it had been eaten back by the withered bone gate. The blood 

and flesh of his face faded, leaving only a white skeleton. 

 

This sudden and terrible scene immediately startled the powerful people who came from the explosion 

around. Only in a twinkling of an eye did they find that it was an illusion. 

 

But it was such a delay that ye Chen had breathed back. 

 

"The gate of withered bones, suppress it for me!" 

 

Ye Chen looked up to the sky and drank violently. His aura exploded and immediately offered up the 

dead bone gate. 

 

Buzz! 

 

The dead bone gate fell into the void, and the door piled with white bones suddenly opened. The 

endless dark and terrible vortex flowed behind the door, just like a demon's mouth that devoured 

human flesh and blood. 

 

The first few strong men who rushed were immediately caught by Ye Chen and thrown into the dead 

bone door. 

 

"Ah --" 

 

The scream came out, and a terrible scene appeared. The strong men flew out of the door, but they had 

lost their breath of life, and their flesh and blood were completely gone, leaving only a white bone. 

 

"Be careful, it's the door of withered bones!" 

 



The strong men exclaimed, saw the horror of the door, and retreated one after another. 

 

The terrible place of the dead bone gate is that when the living people throw in and the bones throw 

out, all the flesh and blood will be swallowed up and will only turn into white bones. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were cold, and his big hands kept catching and photographing, throwing the nearby 

enemies into the dead bone door one by one. 

 

Their bodies enter from the front of the door and fly out from behind. The living flesh and blood become 

white bones. 

 

Endless flesh and blood aura energy gathered into Ye Chen's body. 

 

Ye Chen has just forcibly refined the dead bone gate and suffered some internal injuries, but now he 

absorbs a lot of flesh and blood aura energy, and all the injuries have recovered. 

 

"This door of withered bones is worthy of being the top three among the nine gates of the flood and 

famine!" 

 

Ye Chen secretly praised. 

 

The gate of withered bones is really strong. It devours the enemy's flesh and blood and turns into white 

bones. 

 

The essence of the enemy's flesh and blood can also be gathered into the leaf Chen Dan Tian, and 

become his nutrient. 

 

Many strong men, frightened by the prestige of the dead bone gate, retreated one after another. 

 

Even the emperor is afraid. 

 



Ye Chen has such a terrible magic weapon. Even if he can kill him, he is afraid that he will pay a high 

price. 

 

"How dare a decadent door be presumptuous in front of me?" 

 

"The gate of eternal life, I have suppressed it!" 

 

Suddenly, a cold cry sounded. 
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I saw a young man flying out. With a move in his hand, he summoned the virtual shadow of a door. 

 

Ye Chen has seen that door. 

 

That is the eternal door of the old alliance! 

 

Young men are obviously the elite of the old League. They can summon the virtual shadow of the gate of 

eternal life. Although they are not entities, they are very vast and suffocating. 

 

If the withered bones gate can barely rank among the top three in the nine gates of famine, then the 

gate of eternal life is well deserved first! 

 

The gate of eternal life contains the eternal glory, has the immortal spirit, and suppresses all demons 

and monsters. 

 

Ye Chen's dead bone gate is just restrained by the gate of eternal life! 

 



As soon as the gate of eternal life fell down, it was just a virtual shadow, but the withered bone gate of 

Ye Chen made a click sound, and cracks appeared, as if to burst. 

 

"No!" 

 

Ye Chen's face suddenly changed and hurriedly put away the dead bone gate, but Rao was so hurt by the 

huge earthquake. He puffed and spit out a mouthful of blood. 

 

"The Lord of reincarnation is hurt. Kill him quickly!" 

 

The surrounding dark troops roared up. We should take this opportunity to kill Ye Chen completely. 

 

Ye Chen, suddenly fell into a desperate situation! 

 

"The disorderly rain flies into the air, the sword turns thousands of ideas, and the way of disorderly rain 

is too high!" 

 

Suddenly, a cold man's voice exploded in the void. 

 

I saw a sword, with the majesty of the heavenly king, falling from the sky, and suddenly burst out 

thousands of sword ideas, shooting like a disorderly rain. 

 

"The way of disorderly rain? The people of Jianmen are coming!" 

 

Someone exclaimed. 

 

Under the fire of the rain sword, the strong retreated one after another for fear of any harm. 

 

Among the thirty-six ways of the Supreme Master, there is a Taoist method called the chaotic rain path 

of the Supreme Master. It is also one of the "eight poles of the Supreme Master". It is the strongest 

eight Taoist methods, which are controlled by the sword school. 



 

As soon as they saw the majesty of the Supreme Master's disorderly rain path, they knew that it was the 

strong man of Jianmen. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed and saw a young man in white robe falling from the sky. 

 

In the hands of the young man in white robe, he sticks to a sword. It is clear that he is the supreme 

source soldier. His cutting edge is quite fierce. Although it is not as good as the real Heavenly Sword, it is 

not much worse. 

 

"Listen to the rain sword?" 

 

Ye Chen looked at the sword and immediately caught the familiar cause and effect. He saw the details of 

the sword. He was one of the two magic soldiers of the Jianmen. He listened to the rain sword. 

 

There are male and female swords in the sword sect. Ye Chen, the female sword Xiaolou, has seen it and 

even got the spirit of the God sword from it. 

 

Another male sword, called listening to the rain, was in the hands of the young man in white robe. 

 

The young man in white came down, but took Ye Chen and flew away quickly. 

 

"It's the Kendo genius of Jianmen. The night is endless!" 

 

"What does he want to do?" 

 

"Damn it, he wants to kill the Lord of reincarnation and swallow all the heavenly swords and treasures!" 

 

Seeing the young man in white robe, they took Ye Chen away and stayed for a while. Then they woke 

up, drank and scolded one after another, chased and killed him. 

 



However, the body of the young man in white robe was in a flash. He and ye Chen turned into a chaotic 

rain, fluttering and falling, and disappeared. 

 

The magic power of this hand turned into chaotic rain and flew away without a trace is simply 

unpredictable. In a moment, they lost the breath of the white robed youth and ye Chen. I don't know 

where they fled. 

 

The vast universe and starry sky, the endless star world. 

 

On a deserted land, a hazy drizzle suddenly floated. 

 

Then, in the hazy drizzle, two figures gradually gathered. 

 

It was Ye Chen and the young man in white. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, are you okay?" 

 

The white robed youth put Ye Chen down and looked at him with complicated eyes. 

 

"Who are you?" 

 

Ye Chen was injured at this time. He kept breathing and swallowing, adjusted his breath, and looked up 

at the young man in white robe. 

 

He only knew that the young man in white robe was a member of the sword sect, but he didn't know 

the specific identity of the other party. 

 

From the mouth of the demon emperor covering the sky, ye Chen clearly knew that the sword gate was 

just a chess piece of the demon ancestor Wutian. 

 

Therefore, when looking at the white robed youth, ye Chen's eyes were full of vigilance. 



 

He felt carefully and found that although the breath of the white robed youth was the emperor of 

heaven, the inside information was extremely terrible, and even Kendo was not much weaker than 

himself. 

 

With Ye Chen's current strength, it is obvious that he can't fight against the strong at this level. Unless 

he is desperate, burn out his reincarnation blood and sacrifice all his weapons and magic weapons, he 

may be able to hurt each other, but he will die and there is no possibility of survival. 

 

"My name is night endless, the sword sect disciple of the world." 

 

The young man in white slowly opened his mouth. 

 

Ye Chen caught it carefully and found that there was no cause and effect related to magic ancestor 

Wutian on yeendless. 

 

Strange, isn't the sword clan a force cultivated by the evil ancestor Wutian secretly? 

 

Why is there no old cause and effect on endless night? 

 

"What do you want?" 

 

For a moment, ye Chen couldn't guess, so he asked each other. 

 

The Kendo shown just now is quite terrible. 

 

Don't say ye Chen is injured now. Even in the peak period, he can't match. 

 

"I want to fight you." 

 



The night is endless, and the voice is full of war. 

 

"Fight me?" 

 

Ye Chen was stunned for a moment, then burst out laughing and said, "you are the strong emperor of 

heaven. I'm hurt now. It's easy for you to kill me. Why bother?" 

 

Night endless looked at Ye Chen's free and easy appearance, but it was very unexpected. His eyebrows 

wrinkled slightly and his heart admired him secretly. He said, "I don't take advantage of you. I'll take you 

out. We'll find another place to fight quietly." 

 

"I will suppress my realm to the same level as you, absolutely fair." 
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Ye Chen looked at him strangely. On second thought, he was injured and needed to adjust his breath. 

The enemy outside was like water. If he could go out, it would be better. 

 

Night endless is an expert in the world. Ye Chen naturally believes that he has strength and takes himself 

away. 

 

"Why do you want to fight me?" 

 

Ye Chen doesn't understand. 

 

Night endless clenched his fist with a trace of reluctance in his eyes and said, "you have seven heavenly 

swords, but I don't even have one! I'm not willing! You and I fight. If you lose, you will send me a 

Heavenly Sword." 

 

"If I lose, I will give you my rain listening sword." 



 

He raised his sword and rubbed it gently. 

 

Ye Chen was stunned. Unexpectedly, the night was endless. It was directed at his heavenly sword. 

 

From the endless eyes of the night, ye Chen saw the sincere idea of sword madness. 

 

It's obvious that the other party wants to capture Tianjian and improve his Kendo attainments. 

 

"Hahaha, although your listening to the rain sword is the supreme source soldier, its edge is one notch 

worse than that of the Heavenly Sword. This transaction is not fair." 

 

Ye Chen smiled and didn't care about each other's sword. 

 

"No, my rain listening sword is not an ordinary weapon. There is a sword soul in it." 

 

The night was endless, slowly opened his mouth, put his fingers on the sword body, listened to the cold 

light of the rain sword, and then filled with a wisp of blood red mist. 

 

The blood red mist, with the breath of nine secluded mountains, is like a prison and a devil, shaking the 

moving soul. 

 

"Jiuyou sword soul!?" 

 

As soon as ye Chen saw the blood red mist, he was shocked by the secret of heaven. 

 

It was one of the six sword spirits of reincarnation Tianjian, Jiuyou sword soul! 

 

Reincarnation Heavenly Sword. At present, four sword souls have been collected, and there are two 

differences between Jiuyou and Shura. 



 

The soul of Jiuyou sword is in the endless rain listening sword at night! 

 

The mist of Jiuyou sword soul appeared, and the reincarnation Heavenly Sword in Ye Chen also sent out 

the idea of extreme hunger and thirst, as if to rush out and swallow the Jiuyou sword soul. 

 

Ye Chen stifles his inner thoughts, because he knows very well that if he dares to do it indiscriminately, it 

will be a dead end. 

 

After all, the night is endless. It's a strong player in the world, and the inside information of Kendo is 

absolutely not low. I'm afraid it's easy to kill others by leaping over the level. The strength of this 

opponent is terrible. 

 

"That's right!" 

 

"How about the Lord of reincarnation?" 

 

"I will suppress my accomplishments to your level, and then we will have a fair duel." 

 

"If I win, you have seven heavenly swords. Let me choose one at will." 

 

"If I lose, my rain listening sword, together with Jiuyou sword soul, will be given to you!" 

 

The tone of the night is sonorous and powerful. 

 

Ye Chen bit his teeth. In fact, the deal is still unfair. 

 

After all, he lost. Tianjian let the other party choose one at will. Night endless will certainly take the 

reincarnation Tianjian, and he will suffer a heavy loss. 

 



Even if he wins, he can only get a Jiuyou sword soul. Listening to the rain sword is useless to him. 

 

However, ye Chen doesn't have much choice at the moment. 

 

After all, if you refuse, even if you don't hurt yourself and leave yourself here directly, you will face 

endless pursuit. 

 

If you promise endless night, you can at least escape first. 

 

"Well, I promise you." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and promised to leave the space first anyway. 

 

What's more, the night is endless. If he really suppresses his cultivation to the six layers of the Taizhen 

realm, which is equivalent to Ye Chen, he may not have no chance to overcome. 

 

Ye Chen never feared anyone when fighting at the same level. 

 

"Very good, Lord of reincarnation, it's really pleasant!" 

 

With an endless sigh of admiration, ye Chen was about to lift up and said, "you are injured and 

inconvenient to move. I'll take you away first!" 

 

Ye Chen said "well" and didn't refuse. The other party is a powerful emperor in the world. It's easy to kill 

by leaps. It's a bodyguard for nothing. 

 

At that moment, ye Chen quickly left with the endless support of the night. 

 

They set foot on the vast starry sky and flew to the end of the edge of the universe. 

 



The space of the universe has been blocked. Even those powerful heavenly kings like endless night can 

hardly tear the void out. They can only fly. As long as they fly to the edge of the universe, they can 

naturally go out smoothly. 

 

They didn't fly far, but there was a startling cry behind them. 

 

Many strong people in the world, as well as the strong people of the old alliance, have been chased and 

killed. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, where can you run?" 

 

"The night is endless. Leave the reincarnation master quickly. Don't you dare to swallow the 

reincarnation treasure alone, and you're not afraid to cause trouble for your sword clan?" 

 

"The night is endless, stop quickly!" 

 

Cheers shook the universe and passed on. 

 

They don't know that endless night is saving Ye Chen. They want to have a fair fight with Ye Chen. 

 

They just thought that the endless night wanted to swallow the treasure of reincarnation alone, so they 

took Ye Chen alone. 

 

"A group of tujiwa dogs!" 

 

Night endless looked at the pursuers behind him, and his eyes suddenly showed a cold color. 

 

He pulled out his sword and waved it across. 

 

"Jiuyou chaotic rain, broken!" 



 

A sword light shines on the universe. 

 

In the vast space, thousands of stars, billions of stars, rumble and vibrate, breaking one after another 

under the endless sword light of the night. 

 

Tens of millions of star fragments turned into meteorites and flew out like nine quiet random rain, killing 

the dense pursuit team in the rear. 

 

This is an unparalleled sword, sweeping the universe and crushing the stars! 

 

When ye Chen saw the momentum of the sword, he was also surprised. 

 

Although the endless Kendo at night is not as good as no water stop, it can also be called the most 

studied in the world. 

 

The way of disorderly rain is worthy of being a very profound Taoist method. The sword is like disorderly 

rain, and its momentum is too magnificent. 

 

I saw thousands of sword rain meteors, mixed with the power of the heavenly king, burst and killed, and 

the pursuers in the rear fled one after another, making startling calls. 

 

Those who can't escape are hit by meteorite rain, and their bodies explode and their spirits collapse on 

the spot. 

 

The flesh and blood of the strong exploded into vast fireworks in the dark space. The powerful energy 

contained in those flesh and blood was poured on barren planets, resulting in barren planet soil, 

countless flowers and trees, and the dead universe was soon full of life opportunities. 

 

The night is endless. I'm not in the mood to enjoy the spectacle of the universe. After driving back the 

strong with a sword, I leave quickly with Ye Chen. 

 



Night's endless flight speed, such as billions of times the speed of light, is incredibly fast. 

 

Before long, the endless night has arrived at the edge of the void with Ye Chen. 

 

They left this void. Outside, there was a chaotic world without heaven and earth. Fortunately, the space 

was no longer blocked. 

 

"Go! I'll take you somewhere." 

 

The endless night immediately tore the void and left with Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen only felt the turbulence in the surrounding space, whirring and passing, and soon landed in a 

strange place. 
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This place is filled with the smell of ancient famine. 

 

On the barren land, there are high mountains, each of which is tens of millions of feet high. 

 

Many trees, flowers and plants are so huge that they are incredible. Even a grass is so tall. 

 

This is like an enlarged world. People will feel very small when they are in this world. 

 

Ye Chen looked up at the sky and found that the sky was dotted with stars. 

 

His great star power resonated faintly with this sky! 

 



"Where is this?" 

 

Ye Chen was surprised. 

 

"A secret place drifting in the space-time world of the heavens is called Tianzhu secret place. It is said 

that this secret place already existed when Hongmeng was first established." 

 

The night is endless, the sound is faint, with a trace of ancient desolation. 

 

"Is it so long?" 

 

Ye Chen was even more surprised. No wonder his Hongmeng starry sky was ready to move. It turned out 

that this secret realm existed from the beginning of Hongmeng and the beginning of heaven and earth. 

 

"Why is it called Tianzhu secret place?" 

 

Ye Chen asked with some curiosity. He remembered the legend of ten Heavenly beads among the thirty-

three heavenly artifacts. 

 

Like Wangshu beads, doushen beads, embroidered winter beads, ark beads, etc. is this secret place 

related to the top ten beads? 

 

"Because one of the eight prohibitions of the flood and famine, the secret law of Tianzhu 

transformation, the legend is hidden here." 

 

The night is endless, but it is beyond Ye Chen's expectation. 

 

"The eight prohibitions of the flood and famine, and the heavenly beads change?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes widened slightly. 



 

"Have you heard of the eight prohibitions of the great famine?" 

 

Endless night, carrying hands, overlooking this huge and desolate ancient world. 

 

Ye Chen thought deeply and recalled the legend of the eight prohibitions of the flood and famine, 

saying, "I've heard a little." 

 

The eight prohibitions of flood and famine are the eight access control techniques derived from the era 

of flood and famine. Each door is extremely powerful, but it has serious side effects on the human body, 

so it is listed as a forbidden technique. 

 

Among the three ancient families that once banned the sea in darkness, Tianxi ancient family, there is a 

forbidden art called "star change", and ye Chen has also seen it. 

 

The "bead change" mentioned by night endless is the same as the "star change", which is a forbidden art 

handed down from the primitive times. 

 

"Tianzhu becomes an access control technique. It can make its own flesh and blood into Tianzhu. It is 

comparable to the supreme artifact of the thirty-three days. It is extremely powerful." 

 

The night is endless, looking around at the four directions, as if looking for some treasure or secret 

script. 

 

"Make your own flesh and blood into a heavenly pearl?" 

 

When ye Chen heard this, he also smacked his tongue. It's worthy of being one of the eight prohibitions 

of the famine. It's not easy to listen to this name. 

 

"Unfortunately, over the past hundred thousand years, many forces in the world have dug this secret 

land three feet, and they have not found the secret script of Tianzhu change." 

 



"It is likely that the secret script of Tianzhu transformation is not here, or it may have been taken away 

long ago." 

 

"But no matter what, this secret place is quiet enough that no one will disturb us." 

 

The night is endless, word by word. At last, his eyes are gradually cold. He slowly pulls out the rain 

listening sword at his waist, and the sword tip points to Ye Chen's nose. 

 

"I'll give you twelve hours to heal. After twelve hours, you and I will start the decisive battle." 

 

Ye Chen looked at the sword tip close at hand and said, "is it just a matter of height, or a decision of life 

and death?" 

 

Night endless light way: "it doesn't matter. Anyway, you can't kill me." 

 

Ye Chen is dumb. Indeed, the other party is not an ordinary Tianjun expert. Even if he is defeated, he 

can't kill the other party. 

 

In that case, ye Chen doesn't talk nonsense. He sits down with his knees crossed, runs the eight trigrams 

heaven elixir and starts healing. 

 

The night is endless, still holding the rain listening sword. He leaves indifferently and escapes into the 

mountains and forests of the secret world. It seems that he still wants to find the secret script of Tianzhu 

change. 

 

Between the four fields, there was an occasional roar of fierce animals. 

 

Although there is no one in this secret land, there are many fierce beasts. 

 

Ye Chen didn't panic. Anyway, there was endless night. The free bodyguard was there, so he was 

relieved to heal. 

 



Time passed bit by bit, from day to night, and from night to day. 

 

Finally, twelve hours passed. 

 

Ye Chen opened his eyes. His breath had completely recovered and his state reached its best. When he 

opened his eyes, he found a fire burning next to him. 

 

Night endless sat on the ground alone, baking a few animal legs. Next to him were the bodies of several 

fierce animals. I don't know where he hunted them. 

 

"Here you are." 

 

Night endless grabbed a roasted animal leg and threw it to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen was not polite either. He ate meat and took a drink from the endless wine bag of the night. 

 

After eating and drinking, ye Chen sighed happily: "happy!" 

 

The night was endless, but his eyes were cold and said, "ready?" 

 

Ye Chen also converged and said, "ready." Then he slowly offered the reincarnation Heavenly Sword and 

held it in his hand. 

 

At present, ye Chen's reincarnation Heavenly Sword already has four sword souls, with a very deep 

foundation. The whole body of the dark gold sword shows a very sacred luster. 

 

It seems that the soul of Jiuyou sword is right in front of him, and the reincarnation Heavenly Sword 

can't stop, making a buzzing sound. 

 

"Good sword! It belongs to me!" 



 

Night endless looked at the reincarnation Heavenly Sword in Ye Chen's hand, gave a cheer, his eyes 

were bright, immediately waved the rain listening sword and stabbed him like lightning. 

 

"You have the ability, just grab it!" 

 

Ye Chen waved his sword to block. The two swords clashed, making a crisp sound and sparks splashed. 

 

As like as two peas, ye Chen felt that the endless realm of night had been suppressed to the six tier sky, 

which was exactly the same as himself. 
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"Jiuyou sword soul, ghost illusion!" 

 

The night was endless, and the light of the sword flowed, which urged the soul of the Jiuyou sword, and 

a trace of blood red mist came out, which immediately outlined a strange dark world. 

 

In this dark world, there are a sea of corpses and blood everywhere, the illusion of dark purgatory, and 

the huge flowers, plants and trees around are particularly strange. Countless ghosts cry and invade 

people's mind. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are tiny. Unexpectedly, night endless is so powerful that it can stimulate a trace of 

energy of Jiuyou sword soul. 

 

Of course, ye Chen is not afraid, because Jiuyou sword soul is originally a part of reincarnation sky 

sword. 

 

He has reincarnation blood. This dark vision can't scare him. 

 



"Wish Tianxing, suppress it for me!" 

 

Ye Chen instantly saw the flaw of the ghost illusion. He wished that the stars would be sacrificed, and 

the vast star light would light up. If he wanted to break thousands of miles of darkness. 

 

Those dark visions faded like a tide. 

 

Hiss! 

 

But suddenly, a long sword broke out of the ghost illusion and pointed directly at the center of Ye Chen's 

eyebrows! 

 

This is the endless killing move of the night! 

 

Ye Chen's pupils contract and she secretly cries out in her heart. 

 

It turned out that the ghost of Jiuyou sword and the ghost illusion were just endless empty moves at 

night to confuse him. 

 

This sword is the real killing move! 

 

Ye Chen's back suddenly burst into a cold sweat. The night is endless. Kendo is too strange and tricky. 

 

He himself is clearly the emperor of heaven, but he still uses the means of almost sneak attack to deal 

with Ye Chen. In order to win, he does everything at all costs, and the means are very cruel. 

 

Ye Chen was in a hurry and had no time to resist. His Qi machine was locked. He had to try his best to 

hide to the side to avoid the key. 

 

Puff! 



 

The night is endless. A fierce sword runs through Ye Chen's shoulder, and blood splashes everywhere. 

 

Ye Chen retreated again and again, the pain pierced his heart, and his facial features were distorted. 

 

This time, we can see the endless power of the night. 

 

Even ye Chen's combat experience was so rich that he succeeded in sneaking attack. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, it seems that you are going to lose." 

 

If you succeed in one sword, night is endless, you are not complacent at all, and your eyes are still cold. 

Swing the sword again. This time, you will no longer play empty moves, but really kill moves. 

 

"Too much rain!" 

 

When the rain sword was waved, it flew out like a disorderly rain. Every point of the sword has a fierce 

power that penetrates the world. 

 

"The supreme Taoist Dharma? I have it too!" 

 

Ye Chen drank violently and rushed up against the endless chaotic rain of the night. 

 

He knew that he had lost his first hand and was stabbed. If his momentum weakened again, there would 

be no possibility of turning over. 

 

Therefore, ye Chen directly operated the eight trigrams heaven elixir, forcibly suppressed the injury on 

his shoulder, rushed forward with great strides, offered a thunder monument, and burst with thunder 

breath. 

 



"Leifa, too many birds!" 

 

The sound of a thousand birds singing in unison sounded, breaking through clouds and rocks. 

 

Ye Chen's thunder light turned into a thousand birds. 

 

He handed the reincarnation Heavenly Sword to his left hand and held it falsely in his right hand. The 

thunder light of a thousand birds kept whistling in the palm, and the purple lightning awn gas kept 

shaking, just like the singing of birds. 

 

Ye Chen's thousands of birds thunder cut, which is to run forward without hesitation, and collide with 

the endless rain sword in the night. 

 

A thousand birds burst when the rain flew. 

 

Sword Qi and thunder burst out everywhere, stirring up billowing smoke and dust. 

 

Within a radius of tens of miles, mountains collapsed under the collision of the two people, and 

countless huge forest trees were destroyed. 

 

Smoke and dust billowed into the sky, obscuring the sky and darkness everywhere. 

 

There are some huge luminous mushrooms nearby, emitting fluorescence, slightly illuminating the 

darkness, reflecting Ye Chen and the endless face of the night. 

 

At the moment, their faces were a little ferocious, their bodies trembled, and they were obviously 

injured. 

 

"The thousand birds Taoist method of tianwu immortal sect has been lost for thousands of years. How 

dare you know it?" 

 



The night was endless, and I stepped back a distance with some fear. 

 

Ye Chen's thousand birds Taoism just made him feel a great threat. 

 

That was the Taoist Dharma secretly handed down by tianwu immortal sect in the old days. The legend 

represents the extreme of Lei Dharma. 

 

Use the thousand birds Taoist method to drive the thunder, which can make the thunder's power 

explode to the extreme. 

 

The night was endless. Unexpectedly, ye Chen realized the thousand birds Taoist method after being 

inherited by the old lord Wujue God. It was indeed a vast expanse of power. 

 

Ye Chen himself has refined the thunder tablet and mastered the majestic thunder energy. If he uses the 

thousand birds Taoist method, he will naturally go all the way. 

 

"Your disorderly rain Kendo is also very outrageous!" 

 

Ye Chen bit her teeth and looked down at her body. She found that her clothes were shot out of holes, 

and the skin in the holes was burning red. 

 

This is just touching the endless rain in the night, and was hurt by the endless rain like sword. 

 

If ye Chen was not strong, the endless random rain sword points had pierced him into a hedgehog. 

 

"Hahaha, then you just surrender!" 

 

The night is endless. He looks up to the sky and laughs. He holds the rain listening sword tightly and 

swings the sword to kill again. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the endless sword in the night and his heart sank. 



 

Night is endless, even if it suppresses the realm, but after all, it is the heavenly king and a genius of 

kendo. His Kendo is too strong. 

 

Unless ye Chen uses the sword of water and borrows the breath of time and space, it is almost 

impossible to overcome the endless night. 

 

In the way of Taishang qianniao, although the thunder method is powerful, it also consumes a lot of 

energy. 

 

Ye Chen can't last long, but looking at the endless night, the energy seems endless. 

 

"Reincarnation holy soul day, open!" 

 

At the critical moment, ye Chen's mind turned and suddenly took a step to open the reincarnation holy 

soul day. 

 

Boom! 

 

For a moment, the majestic breath of soul burst out from ye Chen. 

 

His reincarnation holy soul heaven has integrated four soul fragments, which is extremely powerful. 

 

When it was opened, the ferocious soul was overwhelming. 

 

Since Kendo can't defeat each other, crush it with your soul! 

 

The soul power of reincarnation is absolutely strong! 

 

"What!" 



 

The night is endless, feel Ye Chen's soul power, crazy call comes, and his face suddenly changes slightly. 

 

As the emperor of heaven, his spirit is certainly strong and not afraid of threats. 

 

But ye Chen releases the pressure of soul, with the pressure of reincarnation. 

 

Moreover, the reincarnation holy soul day itself is the supreme artifact of the past thirty-three days, 

ranking first. 

 

With the blessing of the reincarnation holy soul day, ye Chen's soul pressure has reached an 

unimaginable level, and the deterrence of reincarnation blood has also erupted to the extreme. 

 

Under the impact of this round of soul returning force, night endless's head suddenly tore like pain, and 

the sword potential was also one of them. 

 

"Dou Zi Jue, the sword breaks the sky!" 

 

Ye Chen took advantage of this opportunity and immediately cut out with a sword. 

 

The word duel broke out! 

 

The fierce fighting spirit gathered on the sword body of samsara Tianjian. 

 

With this sword, ye Chen wanted to cut through the sky and cut away towards the endless night. 
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Night endless spirit is impacted by reincarnation soul force, and this sword is difficult to avoid. 



 

Ye Chen's eyes converged to a point. If this sword is cut, you will be seriously injured if you don't die at 

night! 

 

"Random rain escape!" 

 

But at this time, the endless body of the night suddenly turned into a pool of rain. 

 

Yes, it has become rain! 

 

Ye Chen's sword cut through the rain and clattered, but it didn't hurt the endless body of the night. 

 

The endless real body of the night appeared on the head of a tree in front. 

 

"This is the magic way of the chaotic rain path?" 

 

Ye Chen's face sank. The way of chaotic rain was really exquisite. It could not only break out chaotic rain 

sword Qi, but also turn his body into rain to avoid the killing of the enemy in times of crisis. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, your thousand birds thunder method can be practiced to perfection, and you can 

also incarnate thunder Dun, but you can't reach this state without flying and the law blessing of the 

supreme world." 

 

"This war, I can't win!" 

 

Night endless, sharp eyes, the implication is that he feels that he has won! 

 

Although Ye Chen's cultivation is incomparably strong, even the soul impact is incomparable even at 

night. 

 



But, no matter what, ye Chen is the lower bound after all. 

 

He's not superior! 

 

He didn't fly to the supreme world, didn't touch the supreme law! 

 

That's the supreme Taoist Dharma. Even if he mastered it, he couldn't practice it deeply! 

 

Because only the real superior who has lived freely in the Taishang world can feel the vast laws of the 

world, so as to refine their own Taoism to the supreme state. 

 

No matter how much Ye Chen cultivates, the supreme Taoist Dharma he mastered is only a great 

achievement at most. He can't be perfect because he hasn't risen yet! 

 

This is the absolute gap between the superior and the inferior! 

 

It's a nightmare! 

 

The night is endless, wielding a sword and stabbing in the air. 

 

Boom! 

 

The world thundered, and then it rained cats and dogs. 

 

His sword startled the weather of heaven and earth and triggered a chaotic rainstorm! 

 

The endless rainstorm gathered and turned into a waterspout. With the endless rain listening sword at 

night, it killed Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen felt humble. 



 

The inferiority of being inferior! 

 

Night endless is right. He didn't soar after all. He hasn't been to the world after all, not the superior. 

 

If you haven't seen the vastness of the laws of the supreme world, you can't understand the essence of 

the supreme Tao. There is a qualitative difference between you and the real superior! 

 

Night endless rain sword, sweeping thousands of water tornadoes, endless random rain drops, spread 

all over the world. 

 

This sword is not only the rolling of kendo, but also the rolling of the laws of the world! 

 

It's the superior, the rolling of the inferior! 

 

What about the Lord of reincarnation? If he doesn't really rise, he is only a subordinate after all! 

 

"No! I won't!" 

 

Ye Chen's heart burst out an anger, an anger that hasn't been seen for a long time. 

 

Why should this world be divided into upper and lower places? 

 

Why should people be divided into high and low as soon as they are born? 

 

What is justice? 

 

Ye Chen has not thought for a long time. The gap between the superior and the inferior is just fighting all 

the time. 

 



But now, under the pressure of the endless sword at night, he suddenly woke up. 

 

There is a sad separation between the superior and the inferior. 

 

If the inferior does not rise, he will never appreciate the beauty and vastness of the supreme law. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the endless chaotic rain sword and roared. After his inner anger, he calmed down. 

 

He is thinking about the profound meaning of reincarnation. 

 

Perhaps, if the Lord of reincarnation wants to establish a reincarnation world and make everything in 

the world in order, he is to break the restrictions of honor, inferiority, nobility and inferiority, and upper 

and lower positions, so that everyone can really feel the beauty of the supreme law. 

 

Ye Chen's Taoist heart entered a mysterious realm. 

 

The anger in his eyes subsided, and there was a wave of compassion and compassion. 

 

The night is endless. Seeing ye Chen's eyes, the whole person trembled. 

 

He thought of a man. 

 

A little girl. 

 

Once the daughter of the old lord, the compassionate Lord Wu Yao! 

 

Then, the night was endless. Ye Chen gently raised his hand without any aura and coercion, that is, he 

raised his hand without surprise. 

 

A grasp of the palm is like a traveler grasping a fallen leaf. 



 

Easily, he grasped the endless sword body of the night. 

 

WOW! 

 

The torrential rain dispersed. 

 

All the sword movements of the rain collapsed. 

 

The endless sword of the night was only an iron bar, which was gently grasped by Ye Chen in his hand. 

 

"This... How is this possible!" 

 

The night is endless and completely shocked. Ye Chenming doesn't use his aura. Why can he crush all his 

offensives? 

 

This is incredible! 

 

Faintly, the night felt a terrible wave. 

 

This wave has nothing to do with any real-world law. 

 

This is a wave without time and space! 

 

At this moment, ye Chen's eyes were indifferent, and Daoxin stepped into a very mysterious realm. 

 

That is the realm of nothingness! 

 



When thinking about reincarnation and the gap between the inferior and the superior, ye Chen's Tao 

heart is detached, and unexpectedly touches the mystery of nothingness! 

 

The power of lawlessness is enough to crush all the existence of reality, so ye Chen just gently raised his 

hand and completely dissolved all the offensives of night endless. 

 

"Puff!" 

 

The night was endless, and the queen of songjiancang withdrew with a mouthful of blood. 

 

Under the threat of lawlessness, his spirit was almost dragged into an endless abyss and vomited blood 

on the spot. 
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"Cough..." 

 

Then, ye Chen coughed violently, and blood seeped from the corners of his mouth. The rain listening 

sword he held fell to the ground, and his internal organs were as painful as cutting. 

 

This state of mind enlightenment only lasted for a moment, and it can no longer be maintained. 

 

After all, the cause and effect of Ye Chen's reality is too complex. It's impossible to be detached and step 

on nothing. 

 

Moreover, his physical realm was not enough to bear the limitless Tao mind. He was just in a trance and 

was beaten back to his original form. 

 

But a trance is enough. 

 



The night was endless. His face was pale and badly hurt. He barely supported him and didn't fall to the 

ground. 

 

He has lost. 

 

"You lost." 

 

Ye Chen stared at the endless night and said calmly. 

 

Then, he showed the eight trigrams heaven elixir to directly treat the endless injuries of the night. 

 

The night's endless pale face soon recovered ruddy, and his injury was greatly improved. He stared at Ye 

Chen and felt that ye Chen was shining all over. 

 

It is a compassionate, brilliant, gentle, kind, but powerful light. 

 

"You are worthy of being the Lord of reincarnation. Your Tao heart is far beyond the world. I am 

convinced that you will eventually be detached from reality and demonstrate the Tao." 

 

The night was endless. With a long sigh, he took the first two steps and wanted to pick up his sword, but 

he stopped again when he thought of the agreement. 

 

"According to the agreement, this rain listening sword belongs to me." 

 

Ye Chen grabbed the rain sword on the ground and held it tightly in his hand. 

 

He could clearly feel and listen to the strong sword soul wave in the rain sword. 

 

That's Jiuyou sword soul! 

 



If the soul of Jiuyou sword is integrated, the lethality of reincarnation sky sword will be greatly 

improved! 

 

The night was endless. Staring at the rain sword, he trembled, his lips hummed and wanted to say 

something, but he was silent after all. 

 

"This sword is very important to you?" 

 

Ye Chen holds the rain sword and asks. 

 

"Yes..." 

 

"The supreme source soldiers are of great value. Looking at the real world, the total number will not 

exceed 100." 

 

"This rain listening sword has been passed on by our sword school for thousands of years. It falls into 

your hand today. I'm ashamed of my school." 

 

The night was endless, the body trembled more and more, and the voice trembled. There was no 

calmness just now. 

 

Obviously, the loss of the rain sword is no less than a disaster for him. 

 

Ye Chen was silent for a moment. Finally, he shook his head and said, "I'm willing to admit defeat. You 

don't blame me." 

 

Ye Chen can't return this rain listening sword. 

 

Because the soul of Jiuyou sword is inside. If you give it back to the endless night, the soul of Jiuyou 

sword will be gone. 

 



What's more, the sword clan behind night endless is inextricably related to the magic ancestor Wutian. 

Seizing the rain listening sword can also weaken the power of the sword clan, and then weaken the 

magic ancestor Wutian. 

 

"Yes, I don't blame you. I'm inferior." 

 

The night smiled miserably, and his face became pale again. 

 

This time, I was not injured, but because I lost the rain listening sword. The price is too high. 

 

Ye Chen stopped talking. 

 

They kept silent, only the wind blew and purred. 

 

After a full incense burning time, the endless night finally accepted the reality and sighed: 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, I can see your magic power today. It's not worth my life. I just hope you can take 

good care of this rain listening sword and leave." 

 

Then the night turned and tore the void and left completely. 

 

Ye Chen shook his head and smiled. 

 

This sword, for the endless night, is a lifeline like existence, extremely precious. 

 

But for ye Chen, it's like scrap iron. 

 

He has seven heavenly swords. He is an ordinary supreme source soldier. He didn't put them in his eyes 

at all. 

 



He just wants Jiuyou sword soul! 

 

At that moment, ye Chen took out the reincarnation Sky Sword and put it with the rain listening sword. 

 

As soon as the two swords touched, they heard the hum of the rain sword, and a wisp of red mist 

diffused out, gathering to the reincarnation sky sword. 

 

The wisps of red mist are the aura of Jiuyou sword soul. 

 

At this moment, the aura of Jiuyou sword soul is constantly pouring into reincarnation sky sword. 

 

Buzz! 

 

The reincarnation Heavenly Sword also vibrated, and the sword body was covered with a layer of bloody 

streamer, like a dream. 

 

"When the Jiuyou sword soul is integrated, it will be the last Shura sword soul. The reincarnation 

Heavenly Sword can be restored to perfection!" 

 

Ye Chen was very happy, but when he thought of Xiao Buyi's words, his eyebrows frowned. 

 

Xiao Buyi said that the sword Qi of reincarnation Tianjian has its own prohibition. If you want to break 

the prohibition, you must rely on the ultimate meaning of the formula of Bing word, earth explosion 

Tianbing! 

 

These days, when ye Chen uses the reincarnation Heavenly Sword, he really feels that the power is 

limited. There is no strong edge that can crush everything, kill everything and surpass everything. It is 

similar to the power of other heavenly swords. There is no special place. 

 

On the one hand, the six sword souls of reincarnation sky sword have not been gathered completely. 

 



On the other hand, this sword also has prohibition! 

 

Before the prohibition is broken, it is difficult to show the cutting edge. 

 

Ye Chen estimated that even if he collected six sword souls, he could only play the edge of reincarnation 

sky sword at most. If he wanted to break the peak of absolute peak, he had to break all prohibitions. 

 

If you want to break the ban, you need to rely on the ultimate meaning of Bing Zi Jue! 

 

The military formula is related to weapons. If you can master the ultimate meaning, no matter what 

prohibitions are on weapons, you can easily break them! 

 

"If you want to practice the ultimate meaning of Bing Zi Jue, you need to prove the Tao by killing and kill 

all the people close to you. It's troublesome." 

 

Ye Chen frowned. 

 

The ultimate meaning of the military formula is called the earth explosion Tianbing. 

 

Xiao Buyi, a disciple of the father of sword God, once said that if you want to become a ground explosive 

heavenly soldier, you must be able to kill and prove the Tao. 

 

Xiao Buyi killed his parents in order to cultivate the earth exploding heavenly soldiers. Only by killing all 

the people close to him can he really prove the Tao! 

 

This is crazy! 

 

Ye Chen naturally wouldn't do that, but he was a little confused about how to kill and prove the Tao and 

understand the earth exploding heavenly soldiers. 

 



At present, the cultivation of Ye Chenbing's word formula has been very strong, but it is one level away 

from the realm of the ultimate meaning. 

 

The delay in breaking through this layer may be the lack of real cruel and bloody killing. 

 

Soldiers, murder weapons. 

 

The military formula, in Brahma's divine power, is the most murderous existence. 

 

"You want to prove the Tao by killing and understand the ultimate formula of Bing Zi. You don't have to 

kill yourself." 

 

When ye Chen was worried, the voice of chaotic Yan Emperor came from the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

"Oh, master, what can you do?" 

 

Ye Chen's heart moved and asked. 

 

"Remember leaving the fire?" 

 

Emperor Yan of chaos asked with a smile. 

 

"Of course, I remember that leaving the fire is where your treasure is." 

 

Ye Chen offered a wisp of lotus fire, which was given to him by chaotic Yan Emperor. You can feel the 

existence of the realm away from the fire. 

 

"That's right! In my treasure, there is the divine fire left by me and a magic weapon." 

 

Chaotic Emperor Yan said. 
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"What magic weapon?" 

 

Ye chenlian hurriedly asked. 

 

"The supreme artifact of the thirty-three days, one of the seven treasures of Hongjun, and the holy cup 

of human slaughter!" 

 

Chaotic Yan Emperor's tone was sonorous. 

 

"The seven treasures of Hongjun, the holy cup of human slaughter?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly. You know, Hongjun's seven treasures were all made by Hongjun's 

ancestors. Each one has extremely powerful power. 

 

For example, the magic compass building in Wutian's hand is one of the seven treasures of Hongjun. 

 

Ye Chen did not expect that in the treasure of chaotic Yan Emperor, there was also a magic weapon left 

by Hongjun, called the holy cup of human slaughter. 

 

"This man slaughtered the holy cup, which was made by Hongjun's ancestors." 

 

"In those years, Hongjun's ancestors tried countless ways to prove the truth." 

 

"Among them, he tried to prove the Tao by killing, killing hundreds of millions of creatures in the 

universe and accumulating endless blood of killing sins." 

 



The chaotic Yan Emperor's voice said with emotion. 

 

"Hundreds of millions of creatures in the universe? Hongjun's ancestor actually..." 

 

Ye Chen felt incredible. 

 

Emperor Yan of chaos glanced at Ye Chen and said with some disdain: "hehe, otherwise you think 

Hongjun was a good man? There is no difference between good and bad in that realm. For them, the 

secular morality of good and evil is like shit. Everything can be killed in order to prove the Tao." 

 

Ye Chen was shocked. Think about it carefully. Emperor chaotic Yan was right. 

 

How can a big man like Hongjun's ancestor stick to secular morality? As long as he has the ability to 

resolve the cause and effect of blood evil and kill hundreds of millions of people, that is, he can play his 

fingers. 

 

Emperor chaotic Yan then said, "the man who slaughtered the holy cup is Hongjun's ancestor. He cast it 

with the blood and bones of hundreds of millions of creatures, and then quenched it with his own killing 

thoughts. The breath is incomparably terrible." 

 

"Old Hongjun had a nickname called 'human slaughter' in those days. The people he left behind 

slaughtered the holy cup, which was murderous." 

 

"I accidentally got the holy cup of human slaughter. Just touching it, my heart was almost swallowed by 

endless killing thoughts." 

 

"That holy grail is unimaginably terrible." 

 

The chaotic Yan Emperor's voice has a trace of fear. Even at his peak, he can't resist the man's 

murderous spirit of slaughtering the holy cup. 

 

It can be imagined how terrible it was for that man to kill the holy cup. 



 

"Boy, if you want to prove the truth by killing, go and find my treasure. The most precious magic weapon 

in my treasure house is the man's holy cup." 

 

"You have a strong heart and may be able to withstand the impact of the holy cup of human slaughter." 

 

After hearing the words of chaotic Yan Emperor, ye Chen is still in great shock and shock. 

 

He didn't think that Hongjun's ancestor was still slaughtered by people. He had killed countless 

creatures in order to prove that there was nothing. 

 

The man's holy cup was forged with countless blood, bones, corpses, human lives, killing thoughts. 

 

If you can really get the human slaughter holy cup and successfully refine it, perhaps Ye Chen can prove 

the Tao by killing, understand the ultimate meaning of the military formula, and don't have to kill 

relatives and friends. 

 

"Elder, where is your treasure? Where is it from the fire?" 

 

Ye chenlian hurriedly asked. 

 

If you want to get the holy cup of human slaughter, you must at least find a place away from the fire. 

 

The chaotic Yan Emperor rolled his eyes and said, "I don't know. Things have changed, mountains and 

rivers have reversed, and the sea has changed. After so long, even I can't find the existence of the realm 

of fire. I can only rely on you." 

 

Ye Chen was a little speechless and said, "OK." 

 

At that moment, ye Chen gathered her mind and continued to guide the Jiuyou sword soul in Tingyu 

sword into reincarnation sky sword. 



 

…… 

 

At this time, the night lost endlessly and returned to the sword gate of the Taishang world in frustration. 

 

Boom—— 

 

The whole sword gate was shrouded in haze, thunderclouds shook, and there was a trace of disaster gas 

covering the four fields, which seemed very surprised. 

 

The night was endless. I was surprised. I knew that I had lost the rain listening sword, which caused a 

great omen. There was an unexpected disaster gas enveloping the Mountain Gate of Jianmen. 

 

"Endless, the palm teaches you to go over!" 

 

Several streamers came from afar and fell in front of the endless night. They were several elders of the 

sword gate. 

 

The first one was the old man who wanted to stop him before he set out. 

 

"Elder song, i..." 

 

The night is endless. I'm ashamed and my eyes are depressed. 

 

The elder's name was song Ji and said in a cold voice, "needless to say, the palm teacher told you to go 

right away!" 

 

The night was endless and nodded sadly, "yes." 

 



He knew that he was defeated and lost the rain listening sword. This matter is of great importance and 

must have affected the cause and effect of heaven's mystery. 

 

Even if he doesn't say it, the top leaders of Jianmen will know the context when they see the disaster 

coming. 

 

The night was endless, and he strode into the mountain gate. There was a thunderstorm in the sky. He 

only felt a burst of desolation. 

 

All the way, the night is endless and you come to the cave of Jianmen sect. 

 

The leader of the sword sect, named Zhang Qingyu, is an expert at the level of immeasurable heavenly 

king. 

 

There is a picture hanging in his cave. 

 

Night endlessly lowered his head and walked into the painting. 

 

Zhang Qingyu failed in his preaching. His body was crushed into a piece of paper. Life in the real world 

was quite difficult, so he closed in the painting world at ordinary times. 

 

In the world in the painting, the landscape is dyed with ink. Everything is hazy and dyed with water and 

ink. 

 

The night is endless. With each step, there is a pool of ink rippling under your feet. 

 

Not long after he came in, song Ji and other elders followed him in. 

 

In the ink splashing landscape ahead, the ink rhyme flutters and distorts for a while, gathering the figure 

of Zhang Qingyu, the leader of the sword sect. 

 



With his hands on his back, Zhang Qingyu looked at the endless night and said: 

 

"Endless, how did you challenge the Lord of reincarnation?" 
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Night endless knelt to the ground and said, "report back to the palm sect. The disciple's skill is not as 

good as others, and he was defeated by the Lord of reincarnation." 

 

Zhang Qingyu nodded and said, "well, winning or losing is a common thing for soldiers. I don't blame 

you. Where's your rain listening sword?" His eyes were on the endless waist of the night, but there was 

nothing there. 

 

"I... I..." 

 

The night was endless, with cold sweat and white lips. He said, "I made a bet with the Lord of 

reincarnation. When I lost, I gave him the rain listening sword." 

 

Hearing the speech, Zhang Qingyu twitched his face and said, "who told you to make a gambling 

appointment? The Tingyu sword is a treasure of our school. It is sealed with a Jiuyou sword soul, which 

is of great value! Who gave you the courage to gamble with the Tingyu sword?" 

 

Night endless trembled and said, "master, you gave me that sword. I have the right to deal with it. It's 

my fault to lose it this time, but..." 

 

Pop! 

 

Before he finished, Zhang Qingyu slapped him hard. 

 

"What I gave you is yours!? you are so brave that you dare to gamble on our treasures!" 



 

Zhang Qingyu's eyes were so angry that he almost wanted to spit fire. He didn't expect that night 

endless was so bold that he would gamble with Tingyu sword. 

 

Elder song Ji stood up with a shadow in his eyes and said, "endless, you suppress the realm and duel 

with the Lord of reincarnation. Even if you lose, you can restore the emperor's means and directly refuse 

to admit it. Why are you so stupid and really give him the rain listening sword?" 

 

Night endless way: "elder, but in this way, isn't it betraying the promise?" 

 

Song Ji sneered and said, "the promise is a fart! You haven't made a poison oath. Don't worry about the 

retribution of cause and effect. Even if you don't admit it, what can the Lord of reincarnation do to 

you?" 

 

Night endless way: "but, elder, didn't you say that there is any special guardian behind the Lord of 

reincarnation?" 

 

Song Ji sighed, "as long as you don't hurt his life, Ren extraordinary won't show up easily. Alas, you don't 

know how to change your mind. You're too rigid. Practicing sword has really become a fool." 

 

After a pause, song Ji looked up at Zhang Qingyu and said, "master, fortunately we haven't told him the 

secret of our school, otherwise I'm afraid it will be a big deal!" 

 

The night was endless and he hurriedly said, "elder, what's our major secret? Why don't you tell me?" 

 

"No more!" 

 

Zhang Qingyu waved impatiently. He always wanted to cultivate endless nights and become a confidant. 

 

However, judging from today's events, night endless is indeed a sword maniac. Many things don't know 

how to change. Unexpectedly, he lost the treasure of Jianmen, Tingyu sword. 

 



"You have lost the rain listening sword that has been handed down by our sect for more than 100000 

years. According to the sect rules, you should abolish the Dantian and expel the sect." 

 

Hearing this, the night was endless, his face was like death, knelt on the ground and said, "the Supreme 

Master of palm education, be kind!" 

 

Zhang Qingyu, with a gloomy face, did not speak, but waved to song Ji. 

 

Song Ji also looked bleak. He stepped forward, grabbed the endless collar of the night and said, "endless, 

you lost the rain listening sword today. You are an eternal sinner of our Jianmen. You are ashamed of 

the title of the seven sons of Jianmen. Today I will abolish your Dantian and expel you from the school. 

What else do you have to say?" 

 

Among the many talents of Jianmen, the most famous is seven people, who are called "seven sons of 

Jianmen". 

 

Endless night is one of the seven sons of Jianmen! 

 

However, the sin he committed today is so great that the sword gate can't accommodate him. 

 

"Elder, be kind! I can make up for my mistakes!" 

 

The night is endless, heart is like a knife, repeatedly pleading, under the inner sadness, the heart of the 

rain sword shakes the world, but it makes the world in the painting float heavy rain. 

 

Drops of rain fell on the ink land and picked up pools of ink like a dream. 

 

"You don't have to make up for your mistakes. Take the blame!" 

 

Song Ji raised his palm and wanted to waste the endless Dantian at night. 

 



"Master, wait a minute!" 

 

At this time, a voice sounded. 

 

I saw a man with a long red sword striding into the world in the painting. 

 

"Song Yanjun!" 

 

The night looked at the man and his face beat. 

 

The man, named song Yanjun, once competed with yeendless for the title of "seven sons of Jianmen", 

but was finally defeated by yeendless. 

 

This song Yanjun is also a disciple of elder song Ji. 

 

"Yan Jun, what are you doing here?" 

 

Elder song Ji said slowly. 

 

Song Yanjun bowed his hand and said, "master, master, there are endless crimes and evils this night. 

You don't have to do it. I'll waste his Dantian." 

 

Song Ji was stunned and looked at Zhang Qingyu. 

 

Zhang Qingyu did not speak, but acquiesced. 

 

Song Ji nodded and said, "OK, I'll leave it to you." 

 

With that, he grabbed the endless collar of the night, blocked his aura and threw it directly to song 

Yanjun. 



 

"Thank you, master!" 

 

Song Yanjun was overjoyed. He looked at the endless night on the ground and said with a sneer: "elder 

martial brother endless, I'm sorry. Who told you to be so arrogant and lose the supreme weapon of my 

sword school? You are also to blame for being abandoned and expelled from the school today!" 

 

After that, song Yanjun raised his hand and slapped it hard on the endless belly of the night. 

 

"Poof!" 

 

The night is endless. I open my mouth and spit out blood. I only feel a sharp pain in my lower abdomen. 

The Dantian has been broken. 

 

Except that the elixir field was abandoned, he obviously felt that a ray of hot dark strength from the fire 

rushed into his body. 

 

"Song Yanjun, you..." 

 

The night is endless and his face is twisted. He knows that song Yanjun is avenging public and private 

revenge. In addition to abolishing his Dantian, he also secretly buried a wisp of vicious evil spirit for him. 

When the evil spirit breaks out, he will die! 

 

"Master, master." 

 

After abandoning the endless elixir fields of the night, song Yanjun stood up and bowed to Zhang Qingyu 

and song Ji. 

 

Zhang Qingyu's face was gloomy and didn't talk nonsense. With a flick of his sleeve and robe, his endless 

body flew out of the world in the painting. 

 

"From today on, the night is endless, and you will no longer be my sword sect disciple!" 



 

"Song Yanjun, you can make up for the absence of the seven sons of Jianmen." 

 

Zhang Qingyu said faintly. 

 

Song Yanjun was overjoyed and said, "thank you for your teaching!" 

 

Elder song Ji was worried and said, "master Jiao, we lost the rain listening sword. The Taoist tradition's 

luck was greatly affected. What should we do in the future?" 

 

Zhang Qingyu pondered for a while, then frowned and said, "how's the investigation of the whereabouts 

of the land of fire?" 

 

Song Jichang said, "you mean the place where the treasure of Emperor Yan was located, away from the 

fire?" 

 

Zhang Qingyu said, "that's right!" 

 

Song Jichang said: "I have already found out the whereabouts of Lihuo territory. I even took Yanjun to 

the periphery of the secret territory to win a trace of Lihuo Shenyan and cultivate internal breathing for 

him." Then he looked at Song Yanjun. 

 

Song Yanjun hurriedly said, "exactly!" 

 

He just buried a fire evil Qi in the elixir field of endless night, which was enough to kill endless night. 

 

Zhang Qingyu said, "I heard that in the land away from fire, there are two treasures of chaotic Yan 

Emperor's life, one is the divine fire left by him, and the other is the legendary human slaughter holy 

cup!" 
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"We lost the rain sword. The loss is too great. At present, we can only rely on the place away from the 

fire. If we can find the divine fire of chaotic Yan Emperor and the man's holy cup, all the losses can be 

made up!" 

 

Song Ji was surprised and said, "but, master, the temple of wanxu is staring at that place." 

 

The land away from fire is very mysterious. There are many treasures in it. 

 

The most attractive treasure, of course, is the life divine fire left by chaotic Yan Emperor in the past 

years, as well as the legendary supreme artifact of the thirty-three days, one of the seven treasures of 

Hongjun, the holy cup of human slaughter! 

 

These two treasures are of great value. The wanxu temple has been secretly staring at them and is ready 

to seize them. It's just because the man slaughtering holy cup is too murderous and the prohibition is 

too heavy for ordinary people to enter. 

 

If Zhang Qingyu wants to compete for the land away from the fire, he is the enemy of wanxu! 

 

In the past, elder song Ji once took song Yanjun to leave the fire, but he only dared to move around the 

periphery and dared not approach the core at all. 

 

In the core area, there are war puppets guarding wanxu, as well as the realm of fire and its own 

murderous gas prohibition! 

 

The murderous gas prohibition comes from the holy cup of human slaughter! 

 

Even if we can break through the blockade of wanxu, it is likely to be annihilated by the murderous gas 

prohibition! 

 



"I don't have time to think about so much. Now my sword sect has suffered heavy losses and can only 

rely on the treasure in the land of fire!" 

 

"Elder song Ji, you and Yanjun lead a team to venture into the land of leaving the fire and seize the 

treasure of chaotic Yan Emperor!" 

 

"Don't worry, I'll ask Wu Tianlao Zu to lend us the eternal gate for the time being, so that we can resist 

the edge of the ruins and the erosion of the murderous Qi prohibition." 

 

Zhang Qingyu waved his hand and looked decidedly. It was obvious that he planned to seize the treasure 

from the fire at all costs. 

 

Elder song Ji and song Yanjun were shocked, but they were much calmer when they heard that they 

could borrow the gate of eternal life. 

 

The eternal life gate is a secret treasure of the devil's ancestors. It is not impossible to seize the treasure 

from the fire with the help of the eternal life gate. 

 

"Yes, master, I will live up to your trust!" 

 

Song Yanjun immediately agreed. 

 

Jianmen is a force cultivated by the demon ancestor. Night endless doesn't know, but he knows. 

 

If there were magic ancestors without God's help, it would be much easier to win the treasure. 

 

When the three were planning here, Yewu was expelled from Jianmen as soon as possible and fell into a 

wild mountain. 

 

Immediately the rain poured down, and the cold rain hit him. He was wet all night, just like a lost dog. 

 



"Heaven and earth, where is my shelter?" 

 

The night struggled to get up, covered with mud and water, and laughed miserably. 

 

Dantian was abandoned, his aura was passing, and there was a dark strength from fire left by song 

Yanjun in his meridians. 

 

I don't know when this dark force will explode. 

 

Once the evil spirit explodes, it will be his death. 

 

"I thought Jianmen was a decent sect, but elder song Ji said that I didn't have to keep my promise. Such 

a sect doesn't have to wait." 

 

Night endless shook his head. He had no nostalgia for the sword gate in his heart. 

 

The so-called heart is not right, the sword is evil. 

 

In his eyes, we must uphold the heart of righteousness before we can understand the supreme kendo. 

 

"Well, I'll take refuge in the Lord of reincarnation." 

 

Night endless touched his belly Dantian. After all, he was unwilling to become waste or even die. 

 

He thought of Ye Chen. If he took refuge in Ye Chen, he might be treated and taken in. 

 

Ye Chen's Tao heart is so strong that it touches Wuwu, and Yewu is convinced as soon as possible. 

 

He also believes that the order of reincarnation is a truly just order and will not disappoint his kendo. 



 

At that moment, the night endlessly spell the last trace of aura in the Dantian, tear the void and return 

to the Pearl secret realm that day. I just hope Ye Chen is still there. 

 

At this time, ye Chen is merging the Jiuyou sword soul in the Tianzhu secret realm. 

 

The process of integration is very smooth. The spirit of Jiuyou sword of Tingyu sword and its aura are all 

transmitted to reincarnation sky sword. 

 

Reincarnation sky sword, another sword soul returned, and suddenly bloomed a bright golden sword. 

 

Ye Chen waved his sword, and the sword Qi swept through the void. He could vaguely see the shadow of 

reincarnation in heaven. 

 

"Very good, very good. It's still short of the last sword soul. Reincarnation Heavenly Sword can be 

restored to perfection!" 

 

Ye Chen was surprised. Collecting sword souls was much smoother than he thought. 

 

It's still time to refine the soul of Shura sword of the last reincarnation Heavenly Sword. Reincarnation 

Heavenly Sword can be completely restored. 

 

"Boy, don't be too proud." 

 

"The sword spirit of reincarnation Heavenly Sword has its own prohibition. If you don't break that 

prohibition, even if you gather all six sword souls, it's useless." 

 

The voice of chaotic Yan Emperor came out and poured a basin of cold water on Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen didn't look hurt at all. She smiled and said, "senior, it's not difficult to break the ban. When I get 

the man's butcher holy cup in your treasure, I can kill and prove the Tao." 



 

The chaotic Yan Emperor laughed with disdain and said, "you can find out where the fire is." 

 

Just then, the void was torn and a wet and bloody figure fell out. 

 

The night is endless! 

 

"The night is endless, it's you!" 

 

Ye Chen was shocked when he saw the endless fall of the night. 

 

"This guy's breath is very weak. His Dantian has been abandoned!" 

 

Emperor Yan of chaos was surprised to feel the endless breath of the night. 

 

Ye Chen walked over, patted night's endless face and shouted, "Hey, night's endless, how are you?" 


